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[[[[SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis]]]]        

The story begins with a weekly magazine reporter in Boston, UThe story begins with a weekly magazine reporter in Boston, UThe story begins with a weekly magazine reporter in Boston, UThe story begins with a weekly magazine reporter in Boston, U....SSSS...., named Nathan Samuel, named Nathan Samuel, named Nathan Samuel, named Nathan Samuel, who always , who always , who always , who always creates creates creates creates 

thethethethe most  most  most  most detaileddetaileddetaileddetailed and mys and mys and mys and mysterterterterious inious inious inious in----depthdepthdepthdepth style style style styles ofs ofs ofs of reports.  reports.  reports.  reports. Those days, there were so many Those days, there were so many Those days, there were so many Those days, there were so many forms of forms of forms of forms of 

eschatologicaleschatologicaleschatologicaleschatological phenomena like more  phenomena like more  phenomena like more  phenomena like more metmetmetmeteoeoeoeorrrrs falling to the earth, more frequent earthquakes, and increasing s falling to the earth, more frequent earthquakes, and increasing s falling to the earth, more frequent earthquakes, and increasing s falling to the earth, more frequent earthquakes, and increasing 

psychosispsychosispsychosispsychosis,,,, paranoia paranoia paranoia paranoia and dementia occurring in  and dementia occurring in  and dementia occurring in  and dementia occurring in patients. patients. patients. patients. After he deeply rAfter he deeply rAfter he deeply rAfter he deeply researched about the phenomena, he esearched about the phenomena, he esearched about the phenomena, he esearched about the phenomena, he 

concluded the current symptoms were related to a conspiracy of Aliens' invading the earth, which was concluded the current symptoms were related to a conspiracy of Aliens' invading the earth, which was concluded the current symptoms were related to a conspiracy of Aliens' invading the earth, which was concluded the current symptoms were related to a conspiracy of Aliens' invading the earth, which was 

connected to the worldwide top politicians and connected to the worldwide top politicians and connected to the worldwide top politicians and connected to the worldwide top politicians and entrepreneurentrepreneurentrepreneurentrepreneurs. s. s. s. After the chief editor was After the chief editor was After the chief editor was After the chief editor was angryangryangryangry with his reports,  with his reports,  with his reports,  with his reports, 

he was she was she was she was sent to Washington as a correspondent at the White House; however, he paid more attention his own ent to Washington as a correspondent at the White House; however, he paid more attention his own ent to Washington as a correspondent at the White House; however, he paid more attention his own ent to Washington as a correspondent at the White House; however, he paid more attention his own 

reseresereseresearch at the Library of Congress,arch at the Library of Congress,arch at the Library of Congress,arch at the Library of Congress, and found his old classmate Tom Johnston's master thesis, under the  and found his old classmate Tom Johnston's master thesis, under the  and found his old classmate Tom Johnston's master thesis, under the  and found his old classmate Tom Johnston's master thesis, under the 

title of "title of "title of "title of "SemiSemiSemiSemi----Gods, the Ancient EvidenceGods, the Ancient EvidenceGods, the Ancient EvidenceGods, the Ancient Evidencessss and the His and the His and the His and the Historical Emergencestorical Emergencestorical Emergencestorical Emergences".".".". The thesis  The thesis  The thesis  The thesis informs people about informs people about informs people about informs people about 

some ancient immortal human beings appearing even in modern some ancient immortal human beings appearing even in modern some ancient immortal human beings appearing even in modern some ancient immortal human beings appearing even in modern timestimestimestimes, and communicating with human , and communicating with human , and communicating with human , and communicating with human 

beings with their own psychic techniques.beings with their own psychic techniques.beings with their own psychic techniques.beings with their own psychic techniques. Nathan started his research about the followers of the semi Nathan started his research about the followers of the semi Nathan started his research about the followers of the semi Nathan started his research about the followers of the semi----gods gods gods gods 

and he made a huge report. Even after he went back to Boston, he couldn't focus on his own job, reporting and he made a huge report. Even after he went back to Boston, he couldn't focus on his own job, reporting and he made a huge report. Even after he went back to Boston, he couldn't focus on his own job, reporting and he made a huge report. Even after he went back to Boston, he couldn't focus on his own job, reporting 

real incidents rather than mysteries. real incidents rather than mysteries. real incidents rather than mysteries. real incidents rather than mysteries. Mean while, he became to experience a super alien creature, called Mean while, he became to experience a super alien creature, called Mean while, he became to experience a super alien creature, called Mean while, he became to experience a super alien creature, called 

himself, Azurhimself, Azurhimself, Azurhimself, Azur----O and threatened Nathan. Also, O and threatened Nathan. Also, O and threatened Nathan. Also, O and threatened Nathan. Also, both of his parents were killed by an unknown car accident. both of his parents were killed by an unknown car accident. both of his parents were killed by an unknown car accident. both of his parents were killed by an unknown car accident. 

BecauseBecauseBecauseBecause he was he was he was he was    traumatizedtraumatizedtraumatizedtraumatized, Nathan, Nathan, Nathan, Nathan resigned his job and decided to leave for a place called, 'Spirit Island resigned his job and decided to leave for a place called, 'Spirit Island resigned his job and decided to leave for a place called, 'Spirit Island resigned his job and decided to leave for a place called, 'Spirit Island', ', ', ', 

where his younger brother was missing when he was young. On his way to Spirit Island, where his younger brother was missing when he was young. On his way to Spirit Island, where his younger brother was missing when he was young. On his way to Spirit Island, where his younger brother was missing when he was young. On his way to Spirit Island, he got a call as he he got a call as he he got a call as he he got a call as he 

usually received tips from mysterious incidents about Big Foot's showing up in a cave near Philadelphia, usually received tips from mysterious incidents about Big Foot's showing up in a cave near Philadelphia, usually received tips from mysterious incidents about Big Foot's showing up in a cave near Philadelphia, usually received tips from mysterious incidents about Big Foot's showing up in a cave near Philadelphia, 

which was which was which was which was chock full ofchock full ofchock full ofchock full of clear evidence. He decide clear evidence. He decide clear evidence. He decide clear evidence. He decidedddd to search for Big Foot instead of having his break.  to search for Big Foot instead of having his break.  to search for Big Foot instead of having his break.  to search for Big Foot instead of having his break. 

Meanwhile, his friend, MicheMeanwhile, his friend, MicheMeanwhile, his friend, MicheMeanwhile, his friend, Michelle left for lle left for lle left for lle left for aaaa    research trip research trip research trip research trip aboutaboutaboutabout 'Sprit Island', the actual name was 'the Graves',  'Sprit Island', the actual name was 'the Graves',  'Sprit Island', the actual name was 'the Graves',  'Sprit Island', the actual name was 'the Graves', 

and sand sand sand she was missing, he was missing, he was missing, he was missing, sheshesheshe left with  left with  left with  left with aaaa    letterletterletterletter to Nathan. to Nathan. to Nathan. to Nathan.    Nathan tried to chase big foot, but failed and reached Nathan tried to chase big foot, but failed and reached Nathan tried to chase big foot, but failed and reached Nathan tried to chase big foot, but failed and reached 

the Canadian Rocky Mountains to the Canadian Rocky Mountains to the Canadian Rocky Mountains to the Canadian Rocky Mountains to discover more aboutdiscover more aboutdiscover more aboutdiscover more about their bas their bas their bas their base, and e, and e, and e, and Nathan was contacted by his old friend Nathan was contacted by his old friend Nathan was contacted by his old friend Nathan was contacted by his old friend 

Tom Johnston, who just finished his research about the 'Tom Johnston, who just finished his research about the 'Tom Johnston, who just finished his research about the 'Tom Johnston, who just finished his research about the 'subterraneansubterraneansubterraneansubterranean human beings' human beings' human beings' human beings' iiii  and searched the  and searched the  and searched the  and searched the 

mountainsmountainsmountainsmountains together. They met and communicated with the chief big foot and listened to the history of the  together. They met and communicated with the chief big foot and listened to the history of the  together. They met and communicated with the chief big foot and listened to the history of the  together. They met and communicated with the chief big foot and listened to the history of the 

univunivunivuniverse and the eartherse and the eartherse and the eartherse and the earth as well as  as well as  as well as  as well as subterraneansubterraneansubterraneansubterranean....    Big foot were identified one of the ancient and immortal Big foot were identified one of the ancient and immortal Big foot were identified one of the ancient and immortal Big foot were identified one of the ancient and immortal 

beings, called 'sapiens'beings, called 'sapiens'beings, called 'sapiens'beings, called 'sapiens', who, who, who, who immigrated from out of the earth, and landed around 20,000  immigrated from out of the earth, and landed around 20,000  immigrated from out of the earth, and landed around 20,000  immigrated from out of the earth, and landed around 20,000 BC BC BC BC in the middle of in the middle of in the middle of in the middle of 

the ice age the ice age the ice age the ice age onononon earth.  earth.  earth.  earth. Around 10,000Around 10,000Around 10,000Around 10,000 BC BC BC BC, the Az, the Az, the Az, the Azurururur----O arrived at Atlantis which O arrived at Atlantis which O arrived at Atlantis which O arrived at Atlantis which waswaswaswas the area  the area  the area  the area inininin the Atlantic  the Atlantic  the Atlantic  the Atlantic 

Ocean, and caused a big energy Ocean, and caused a big energy Ocean, and caused a big energy Ocean, and caused a big energy shockwaveshockwaveshockwaveshockwave that ended the ice age. Then, some of them  that ended the ice age. Then, some of them  that ended the ice age. Then, some of them  that ended the ice age. Then, some of them stayed instayed instayed instayed in Atlantis  Atlantis  Atlantis  Atlantis 

and the others moved and the others moved and the others moved and the others moved to to to to the the the the Middle EastMiddle EastMiddle EastMiddle East plateau, which  plateau, which  plateau, which  plateau, which isisisis    presentpresentpresentpresent Egypt, Syria, and so on. Egypt, Syria, and so on. Egypt, Syria, and so on. Egypt, Syria, and so on.    SiSiSiSince Azurnce Azurnce Azurnce Azur----O had O had O had O had 

more developed technology, they successfully bloomed their civilizations around Egypt, Sumer, and even more developed technology, they successfully bloomed their civilizations around Egypt, Sumer, and even more developed technology, they successfully bloomed their civilizations around Egypt, Sumer, and even more developed technology, they successfully bloomed their civilizations around Egypt, Sumer, and even 

some European areas. Once they had a big war with Sapiens, which some European areas. Once they had a big war with Sapiens, which some European areas. Once they had a big war with Sapiens, which some European areas. Once they had a big war with Sapiens, which waswaswaswas recorded as 'Mahabharata' in India.  recorded as 'Mahabharata' in India.  recorded as 'Mahabharata' in India.  recorded as 'Mahabharata' in India. 

On that incident, the Sapiens andOn that incident, the Sapiens andOn that incident, the Sapiens andOn that incident, the Sapiens and the Azur the Azur the Azur the Azur----O'sO'sO'sO's bred inter bred inter bred inter bred inter----speciesspeciesspeciesspecies, , , , which becomes the which becomes the which becomes the which becomes the beginningbeginningbeginningbeginning of the Indus  of the Indus  of the Indus  of the Indus 

civilization. Around BC 8000, various deities showed up at the 'Olympus' oncivilization. Around BC 8000, various deities showed up at the 'Olympus' oncivilization. Around BC 8000, various deities showed up at the 'Olympus' oncivilization. Around BC 8000, various deities showed up at the 'Olympus' on the earth, who were the Olymp the earth, who were the Olymp the earth, who were the Olymp the earth, who were the Olympianianianian    

gods. gods. gods. gods. Through many mixed marriageThrough many mixed marriageThrough many mixed marriageThrough many mixed marriagessss, there were still pure Azur, there were still pure Azur, there were still pure Azur, there were still pure Azur----O's havinO's havinO's havinO's having immortality tried to conquer the g immortality tried to conquer the g immortality tried to conquer the g immortality tried to conquer the 

world, and the Greek Olympus gods sent their guardians from the Ptolemy family, and Cleopatra became the world, and the Greek Olympus gods sent their guardians from the Ptolemy family, and Cleopatra became the world, and the Greek Olympus gods sent their guardians from the Ptolemy family, and Cleopatra became the world, and the Greek Olympus gods sent their guardians from the Ptolemy family, and Cleopatra became the 

last last last last PharaohPharaohPharaohPharaoh....    Assyrian AzurAssyrian AzurAssyrian AzurAssyrian Azur----O's counter attacked the Roman area and they made mixed marriage with the O's counter attacked the Roman area and they made mixed marriage with the O's counter attacked the Roman area and they made mixed marriage with the O's counter attacked the Roman area and they made mixed marriage with the 



Olympus, and tOlympus, and tOlympus, and tOlympus, and tried to remove Cleopatra, who wrote down all the books about the history of the beings on the ried to remove Cleopatra, who wrote down all the books about the history of the beings on the ried to remove Cleopatra, who wrote down all the books about the history of the beings on the ried to remove Cleopatra, who wrote down all the books about the history of the beings on the 

earth and the secret of immortality to fight against Azurearth and the secret of immortality to fight against Azurearth and the secret of immortality to fight against Azurearth and the secret of immortality to fight against Azur----Os, under the title, 'Os, under the title, 'Os, under the title, 'Os, under the title, 'BibliothecaBibliothecaBibliothecaBibliotheca Immortalis' Immortalis' Immortalis' Immortalis'. After then, . After then, . After then, . After then, 

tttthe Roman he Roman he Roman he Roman EmpireEmpireEmpireEmpire failed to stop Cleopatra, an failed to stop Cleopatra, an failed to stop Cleopatra, an failed to stop Cleopatra, and the Egyptian Azurd the Egyptian Azurd the Egyptian Azurd the Egyptian Azur----Os escaped through their pyramids to the Os escaped through their pyramids to the Os escaped through their pyramids to the Os escaped through their pyramids to the 

AtlantisAtlantisAtlantisAtlantis....    All of those stories were All of those stories were All of those stories were All of those stories were givengivengivengiven by the chief Sapiens and Tom Johnston that researched ancient  by the chief Sapiens and Tom Johnston that researched ancient  by the chief Sapiens and Tom Johnston that researched ancient  by the chief Sapiens and Tom Johnston that researched ancient 

Roman Catholic Roman Catholic Roman Catholic Roman Catholic CatacombCatacombCatacombCatacomb    to be foundto be foundto be foundto be found    as as as as prepared for the last fight with the Azurprepared for the last fight with the Azurprepared for the last fight with the Azurprepared for the last fight with the Azur----Os.Os.Os.Os.    The chThe chThe chThe chief Sapiens also ief Sapiens also ief Sapiens also ief Sapiens also 

told about the war history underground, which caused so many different earthquakes.told about the war history underground, which caused so many different earthquakes.told about the war history underground, which caused so many different earthquakes.told about the war history underground, which caused so many different earthquakes. According to  According to  According to  According to 

''''BibliothecaBibliothecaBibliothecaBibliotheca Immortalis', the year would be the arranged time for the remaining Azur Immortalis', the year would be the arranged time for the remaining Azur Immortalis', the year would be the arranged time for the remaining Azur Immortalis', the year would be the arranged time for the remaining Azur----O's attack to the earth.O's attack to the earth.O's attack to the earth.O's attack to the earth.    

---- All of them moved to the Grave All of them moved to the Grave All of them moved to the Grave All of them moved to the Graves, which were believeds, which were believeds, which were believeds, which were believed as a gate to the Atlantis base, and the biggest com as a gate to the Atlantis base, and the biggest com as a gate to the Atlantis base, and the biggest com as a gate to the Atlantis base, and the biggest cometetetet    

was approaching to the earth. was approaching to the earth. was approaching to the earth. was approaching to the earth. At the moment of the comment's clashing into the earth, human beings At the moment of the comment's clashing into the earth, human beings At the moment of the comment's clashing into the earth, human beings At the moment of the comment's clashing into the earth, human beings 

suffered the end of the worldsuffered the end of the worldsuffered the end of the worldsuffered the end of the world,,,, not by the  not by the  not by the  not by the collisioncollisioncollisioncollision energy but by the Azur energy but by the Azur energy but by the Azur energy but by the Azur----Os' aOs' aOs' aOs' attacking the earth, and the ttacking the earth, and the ttacking the earth, and the ttacking the earth, and the 

Atlantis continent roseAtlantis continent roseAtlantis continent roseAtlantis continent rose. . . . The Sapiens, Nathan, and Tom were almost defeated, but the Avalon goddess, the The Sapiens, Nathan, and Tom were almost defeated, but the Avalon goddess, the The Sapiens, Nathan, and Tom were almost defeated, but the Avalon goddess, the The Sapiens, Nathan, and Tom were almost defeated, but the Avalon goddess, the 

reincarnation of Cleopatra responded the reincarnation of Cleopatra responded the reincarnation of Cleopatra responded the reincarnation of Cleopatra responded the SapiensSapiensSapiensSapiens' pray and saved the earth.' pray and saved the earth.' pray and saved the earth.' pray and saved the earth.    

    

    
                                            
i Sub-terrestrial or ultra----terrestrial UFO? - Venezuelan Asylum Achieved, Snowden reveals UFO Documents. 

According to bombshell documents leaked by Snowden, the government has long known UFOs to be a species 

more advanced than mankind. (BY KILGOAR, ON JULY 5TH, 2013) 

 CARACAS, Venezuela – Edward Snowden, the leaker of NSA surveillance documents, was granted 

asylum in Venezuela on Friday. With safe harbors in sight, Snowden was willing to share shocking and world-

shattering exclusive secret government documents with The Internet Chronicle. 

Snowden’s testimony was as follows: 

 “The highest levels of government don’t know what to do about UFOs, and the official story that they are 

all merely weather balloons or natural phenomena has been clearly dismissed. If anything, these documents speak 

about UFOs as if they are surely guided by an intelligence beyond our own. As it turns out, the most credible and 

inexplicable sightings are of vehicles that have been spotted leaving the sea floor at hydrothermal vents and 

directly entering solar orbit . . . 

 “Because ballistic missile tracking systems and deep-sea sonar are kept as state secrets, scientists don’t 

have access to data about these objects. However, most of the contractors at DARPA are sure that there is a 

species more intelligent than homo sapiens living in the mantle of the Earth. It makes sense, if you think about it, 

because that is the only place where conditions have been more or less stable for billions of years. Extremophiles 

may live at different temperatures than us, but they have been able to thrive and develop intelligence at a 

seemingly accelerated rate. That’s not true, because they’ve simply evolved at the same rate, but without many of 

the vicissitudes which set back surface life . . . 

 “The president receives daily briefings about their activities. Analysts believe their technology to be so far 

advanced that we stand little chance of survival in any potential war. The general sentiment is that we are but ants 

from their perspective, so there is little chance they would empathize or attempt to communicate with us, and the 

current contingency plan is to detonate nuclear weapons in deep caverns to ‘sting’ the foe we have no hope of 

destroying in hopes it would discourage further attacks.” 

 Critics may allege that what the 30-year-old former NSA and CIA contractor can state with authority about 

our ultraterrestrial neighbors is already well-known. But the Ground-Penetrating Radar, or GPR, scans, which The 

Internet Chronicle has shared and confirmed with sources within intelligence community, will only serve to 



                                                                                                                                                                        

underscore popular bitterness over strategically timed earthquakes and tsunamis. 

 Just as PRISM shined a new light on goings-on in NSA’s ECHELON computer systems, revealed in the 

1990s, the vast complexes of underground cities  – laser-etched from pure diamond – apparent in the GPR scans 

will transform public debate about the balance between liberty and security. 
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